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1. Analysis of Different Video Backbones
Table 1 shows our proposed method is generalizable to

different video backbones. Note that the SOTA methods

are trained with pre-extracted 2D and 3D CNN features.

Our end-to-end trained model with only video backbone

(TimeSformer [3] or Video Swin Transformer [8]), can of-

ten outperform the recent SOTA. Adding sparse attention

mask consistently improves model performance across the

video backbones considered. Further, a stronger backbone

yields better captioning performance.

It is worth noting that, TimeSformer generates longer

video tokens compared to that of Video Swin Transformer

(VidSwin). This introduces extra memory cost for the lan-

guage model (due to quadratic complexity), making TimeS-

former difficult to scale to longer sequences. Due to GPU

memory constraints, during rebuttal period, we can only

train TimeSfomer on 8 frames per clip. From another per-

spective, this shows VidSwin offers a favorable memory-

accuracy trade-off for video captioning.

2. Influence of Pre-Training on Backbone
The top rows of Table 2 give a fair comparison where

both approaches use the same SlowFast [5] as the backbone.

Our method achieves better performance than VALUE [7].

The bottom rows of Table 2 show the best results

obtained by the two methods with different pre-training

datasets. VALUE uses both CLIP-ViT [11] and Slow-

Fast [5] as backbones, which are pre-trained on 400M

image-text pairs [11] and Kinetics-400 (K400) [6]. In con-

trast, our video backbone is pre-trained on ImageNet [13]

and K400/600. Although our video backbone uses less pre-

training data than VALUE, we achieve better caption per-

formance. We show that end-to-end training (from video

patches to textual outputs) is crucial to the performance of

video captioning. Compared with K400, pre-training back-

bone with K600 slightly improves CIDEr.

* Equal contribution.

3. Choice of Hyperparameter λ

Since we use a regularization hyperparameter λ in our

sparsity constraint (see Eq. 1 in our main manuscript), we

provide further experiments with difference choices of λ.

Table 3 shows that our model gives consistent improve-

ments over different choices of λ.

4. Additional Qualitative Results

We present additional qualitative results in Figure 1, 2,

3, and 4. For each video, we show our prediction and the

corresponding ground-truth captions.

In Figure 1, SWINBERT generates semantically correct

captions for the considered cooking videos. For example,

as presented in the top row, our model predicts “Place the
basil on the pizza,” while the ground truth is “Place basil
leaves on top of the pizza.” Although the word sequences are

not exactly the same, both can be considered semantically

correct with respect to the given video.

Figure 2 shows our qualitative results on MSRVTT.

We observe that SWINBERT works well for open-domain

videos. For example, our model is capable of recognizing

different actions, such as giving a speech, applying makeup,

and playing golf. In addition, some of our predictions are

similar to the ground truths, as presented in the second,

third, and fourth rows.

In Figure 3, we show our results on VATEX, where

the ground-truth sentences are more descriptive and chal-

lenging. SWINBERT recognizes fine-grained objects (e.g.,
drum set, paper airplane, high chair, and curling iron) in

various viewpoints, and generates semantically reasonable

captions for the input videos.

Figure 4 shows the results on MSVD. SWINBERT rec-

ognizes the video events correctly. As presented in the first

row, SWINBERT recognizes “A woman is dancing on a
stage” by seeing detailed movements of the posture in mul-

tiple frames. In the second row, SWINBERT correctly de-

scribes “A man is playing a flute.”
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Backbone #frames (#tokens) Attn. Mask MSRVTT MSVD VATEX

SOTA - - 52.9 [16] 95.2 [17] 58.1 [7]

TimeSformer 8 (1568) Full 49.9 123.4 57.9

TimeSformer 8 (1568) Sparse 51.9 127.6 63.0

VidSwin 32 (784) Full 52.3 127.9 71.1

VidSwin 32 (784) Sparse 55.1 147.6 71.6

Table 1. Analysis of our method with different video backbones. All backbones are pretrained on Kinetics-600 [4]. We report CIDEr

score [14] in this analysis.

Method Backbone Pretraining data for backbone CIDEr

VALUE [7] SlowFast K400 51.2

Ours SlowFast K400 53.6

VALUE [7] CLIP-ViT + SlowFast 400M image-text pairs + K400 58.1

Ours VidSwin ImageNet + K400 68.1

Ours VidSwin ImageNet + K600 71.1

Table 2. Breakdown of pre-training data, evaluated on VATEX.

5. Additional Training Details

We implement our models based on PyTorch [10]. We

also adopt mixed-precision training. To be specific, we use

DeepSpeed [12] for the majority of our experiments. Ad-

ditionally, we use Nvidia Apex [2] for the experiments of

longer video sequences, which empirically leads to more

stable training. All experiments are conducted on Microsoft

Azure [1] with multiple Nvidia V100 GPUs (32GB).

Our Video Swin Transformer (VidSwin) is a Swin-base

model initialized with Kinetics-600 pre-trained weights [8].

Our multimodal transformer has 12 layers, and the hidden

size is 512. Our multimodal transformer is randomly ini-

tialized. Both VidSwin and the multimodal transformer are

trained in an end-to-end manner.

We resize the shorter side of all the video frames to 224.

During training, we random crop (224×224) at the same lo-

cation for all the frames in a given video. During inference,

we center crop (224× 224) for all the frames.

Since the considered datasets have different data scales

and domains, we use task-specific training epochs and

learning rates based on the performance of validation sets.

6. Broader Impact and Ethical Concerns

Video captioning offers the possibility to make videos

more accessible and inclusive to all users, including low-

vision and blind users [9]. In this paper, we aim to improve

the accuracy of video captioning with better video represen-

tations. While our method outperforms the previous state-

of-the-arts, the model does not always guarantee a perfect

prediction. As a data-driven system, our model is sensitive

to the distribution of training data, therefore may fail when

encountering videos in the wild. To avoid any undesirable

predictions that could lead to ethical concerns in real-world

applications (e.g., incorrect semantics, wrong identity), the

generated caption should be considered as a draft that re-

quires further editing.

7. Discussion

Computational Cost: In this work, we primarily focus on

improving caption accuracy (CIDEr score), and the sparse

attention mask is used as a regularizer for improving train-

ing. Since we implement the sparse attention mask via

an additional learnable embedding, it does not have a real

speed-up. In the future, we plan to investigate CUDA im-

plementations to construct a binary attention mask to re-

duce computational cost. In our current implementation,

our model is computational memory intensive since both

VidSwin and BERT require sufficient GPU memory during

training. We use mix-precision and checkpointing to rem-

edy the memory issues.

How many frames are sufficient for video captioning:
Our experimental results in Table 4(a) of the main text

suggest that more frames would benefit captioning perfor-

mance. However, due to GPU memory constraints, with

128-frame inputs, we are restricted to use batch size=1,

making the training inefficient. Hence, we can only empir-

ically conclude that 64 frames give the best performance.

Please note that 128-frame is a significant departure from

current SOTA, which are typically 8-32 frames.

Token selection: Recently, researchers [15] are exploring
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MSRVTT (32frm) 52.3 53.4 53.8 53.9 54.9 55.1 53.4

Table 3. Our model (with sparse attention) gives consistent improvements over baseline (without sparse attention) across different choices

of λ.

dynamic token selection to reduce the computation com-

plexity of the transformer. While dynamic token selection

is useful for vision or NLP transformers, it needs to be stud-

ied further when integrated with multimodal transformers

for video captioning. Unlike previous efforts that attempted

to reduce the number of tokens, we keep video tokens in-

tact and improve caption accuracy by regularizing attention

over time.

Observation in VATEX and MSVD: We observe the two

datasets have different characteristics. The groundtruth cap-

tions in VATEX include detailed actions, and the caption

model requires more temporal features to have a correct

generation. For MSVD, the groundtruth captions are more

about the scenes and objects, and thus spatial features play

a critical role to captioning.
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VideoID: 0uaKitJaqmI_6
Generated caption: Boil the potatoes in water
GT: Boil the potatoes

VideoID: 0uaKitJaqmI_7
Generated caption: Mash the potatoes with salt
GT: Mash the potatoes

VideoID: 0uaKitJaqmI_9
Generated caption: Spread the mashed potatoes on top of the meat
GT: Cover the meat mixture with the mashed potatoes

VideoID: efnHOsT7k9s_6
Generated caption: Place the basil on the pizza
GT: Place basil leaves on top of the pizza

VideoID: tYg3lQ5aZv8_2
Generated caption: Chop the green onion
GT: Finely chop green onions

VideoID: E9O9-6TQUw0_2
Generated caption: Season the meat with salt and pepper
GT: Sprinkle salt and pepper on top of the meat

Figure 1. Qualitative examples generated by SWINBERT on YouCook2 dataset.



VideoID: video6674
Generated caption: A chef in a white apron is cooking a dish
GT1: A chef shows how to prepare a dish
GT2: A man is cooking and describe his process
GT3: A chef is giving instructions in the kitchen

VideoID: video6741
Generated caption: A woman is giving a speech
GT1: A woman is giving a speech 
GT2: A lady gives a speech at a podium
GT3: Hilary Clinton is giving a speech at Columbia University

VideoID: video6909
Generated caption: A girl is applying makeup to her face
GT1: A girl applying makeup to her face
GT2: A woman applies makeup to her face
GT3: A woman is doing makeup and showing eye blush

VideoID: video7001
Generated caption: A man is playing golf
GT1: A man is playing golf
GT2: A man playing golf
GT3: A man is having golf bat

VideoID: video6963
Generated caption: A football player is running
GT1: A football player is running to the end zone
GT2: A man is playing football
GT3: A football player makes a touch down

Figure 2. Qualitative examples generated by SWINBERT on MSRVTT dataset.



VideoID: EA3HCx0yTIY_000281_000291
Generated caption: A man is sitting at a drum set and playing the drums
GT1: A man sits and plays music on a set of drums
GT2: A man is seated at a drum set striking the cymbal several times
GT3: A man sits at his drum set and slowly hits the symbols continuously

VideoID: G0mjFqytJt4_000152_000162
Generated caption: A young boy is showing how to make a paper airplane
GT1: A young boy in his bathroom as he explains how to make a paper airplane
GT2: A boy gives close up instructions on how to make a paper plane
GT3: A little boy is showing how to stuff paper to make a paper airplane

VideoID: IczD9OzKvco_000102_000112
Generated caption: A baby is sitting in a high chair and shaking his head back and forth
GT1: A baby is sitting in a chair and is shaking his head
GT2: A baby sitting in a high-chair shakes his head at a woman
GT3: A baby in a high chair shakes head back and forth and then looks at a woman

VideoID: Pj_070vBUeQ_000010_000020
Generated caption: A man and a woman are doing jumping jacks in a gym
GT1: A man and a woman are making an instructional video on the proper way to do jumping jacks
GT2: A man is at a gym teaching a woman how to properly do a jumping jack
GT3: A man instructs a woman on how to do star jumps in a gym

VideoID: ypsPcmnMIg8_000278_000288
Generated caption: A woman is using a curling iron to straighten her hair 
GT1: A teenage girl uses a hair iron to straighten her hair
GT2: A young woman is using a straightening iron on her hair
GT3: A lady is looking in the mirror and curling her hair with a curling iron

Figure 3. Qualitative examples generated by SWINBERT on VATEX dataset.



VideoID: crfrKqFp0Zg_15_25
Generated caption: A man is playing a flute
GT1: A man is playing a flute
GT2: A man is playing the flute
GT3: The man is playing flute

VideoID: d7eGypGOlOc_13_22
Generated caption: A man is writing on a white board
GT1: A man is drawing on a white board
GT2: A man is writing on the board
GT3: The man is drawing a geometric shape on a white board

VideoID: d7Gs0uGFLh0_5_13
Generated caption: A woman is dancing on a stage
GT1: A woman is dancing
GT2: The little girl is dancing
GT3: A girl is dancing on stage

VideoID: dhxE9CNeVeY_0_12
Generated caption: A boy is screaming and shouting
GT1: A boy is screaming
GT2: A kid is screaming behind a chair
GT3: A boy is screaming and crying

VideoID: ejgwQqCHN1E_7_12
Generated caption: A man is writing on a piece of paper
GT1: A man is writing a note
GT2: A man is writing
GT3: A man is writing a letter

Figure 4. Qualitative examples generated by SWINBERT on MSVD dataset.


